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THE SEVEN FOOLISH FISHERS 
By Mark Scrivener 
Based on a “Wise Men of Gotham” folktale from England 

Characters: 

     Storyteller  

       The Seven Foolish Fishers:  

       Woodhead  
       Littlewit  
       Hardskull  
       Puffbrain  
       Smallmind  
       Slowthought  
       Knotbright  

       Goodsense 

STORYTELLER 

There was once a town that was full of fools. One fine day  

seven of these fools set off to go fishing. Over hills and  

down valleys they went, until they came to a wide and  

sparkling river. There they went on their separate ways  

to go fishing. As the golden sun was setting, they all met  

and our tale begins. 

(THE STORYTELLER EXITS) 

WOODHEAD (ENTERING)

Where are my friends? Well, I wonder if they caught more 
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than I did. I had my line ever so long in the water but not one fish 

all day seemed interested. Ah, there is my friend, Littlewit. 

LITTLEWIT (ENTERING)

Hello, friend Woodhead. How was the fishing? 

WOODHEAD 

For some strange reason I caught nothing. How about you? 

LITTLEWIT 

No, I caught nothing. I wonder how Puffbrain went. Here he 

comes now. We'll ask him. 

(PUFFBRAIN ENTERS) 

WOODHEAD AND LITTLEWIT 

How did you go, Puffbrain? Did you catch many fish? 

PUFFBRAIN 

No, my friends. I fished and I fished, but not one fish 

took a bite of my hook. I think there are no fish to be found in the whole 

of this river. Hey ho, here comes Hardskull. Let's ask 

him how he went. Hello, friend Hardskull. How was your fishing? 

HARDSKULL (ENTERING)

I don't know why, but I couldn't get a single fish. How 

did you all go? 
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WOODHEAD, LITTLEWIT AND PUFFBRAIN  

We didn't catch any either! 

HARDSKULL 

Here comes Slowthought and Smallmind, I wonder how they went? 

(SLOWTHOUGHT AND SMALLMIND ENTER) 

SLOWTHOUGHT AND SMALLMIND  

No fish! No fish! 

WOODHEAD 

Didn't anyone catch any fish? Here comes Knotbright, perhaps he got 

some. Hey, Knotbright, did you catch anything? 

KNOTBRIGHT (ENTERING)

Achooo! Only a cold. But I met a man called Goodsense who 

said that I should have had something called bait on the 

end of my hook. 

SMALLMIND 

Bait? Bait? I've never heard of that before. What is it? 

KNOTBRIGHT 

Well, apparently it's a bit of food that fish like to eat. 

SLOWTHOUGHT 

That's ridiculous! We're trying to catch fish for us to 

eat; we want to make them food, not give them food. 
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KNOTBRIGHT 

Yes, well, it didn't seem right to me either. 

PUFFBRAIN 

Anyway, let's just check that everyone's here, then we can 

all go back home. We want to be completely sure that no one's 

got lost in the river. 

HARDSKULL 

How many of us came fishing? Does anyone remember? 

LITTLEWIT 

Seven. Seven. I remember: seven like the days of the 

week, like the colours in the rainbow shining high in heaven. I 

remember it was seven. 

HARDSKULL 

ALL RIGHT! SEVEN! Let me count! 

(AS HE COUNTS HE POINTS TO EACH ONE IN TURN) 

First there's Woodhead, that is one. 

Then there's Knotbright, that is two. Then there's Slowthought, that is three. 

Then there's Smallmind, that is four. Then there's Puffbrain, that is five. 

And last there's Littlewit, that is six. SIX! 

ONLY SIX! Oh, dear, one of us is MISSING! 

SMALLMIND 

What? What? Are you sure you counted correctly? Let me 
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try. Now let's see. 

(HE TOO POINTS TO EACH ONE AS HE COUNTS) 

First there's Hardskull, that is one. Then there's Slowthought, that is two. 

Then there's Puffbrain, that is three. Then there's Littlewit, that is four. 

Then there's Woodhead, that is five. And lastly Knotbright, that is six. SIX! JUST SIX! 

How can that be? I've counted everyone that I can see. 

SLOWTHOUGHT 

You must be wrong! Just let me try. 

(HE POINTS AS HE COUNTS) 

There's Smallmind, that is one. There's Puffbrain, that is two. 

There's Littlewit, that is three. There's Hardskull, that is four. 

There's Woodhead, that is five. And Knotbright, that is six! 

ALL 

SIX! SIX AGAIN! 

KNOTBRIGHT 

Oh dear, oh dear. It is quite plain that one of us has got 

lost in the river! 

WOODHEAD 

What shall we do! What shall we do! We'd better go and 

search for our lost friend! 

KNOTBRIGHT 

Look there! Here comes that strange man, Goodsense, who 

told me all that silly nonsense about the bait. 
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GOODSENSE (ENTERING)

Good evening, good friends. What's the problem? Why are 

you so upset? 

LITTLEWIT 

We seem to have lost one of us. There were seven when we 

came but now there is only six. 

GOODSENSE 

Only six? How do you Know that? 

HARDSKULL 

I counted everyone that I could see and there was only six 

of them! 

SMALLMIND 

And then I did the same and there was only six! 

SLOWTHOUGHT 

Then did it too and there was only six! 

GOODSENSE (SMILING)

I see. Tell me, my friends what will you give me if I 

find the missing one? 

PUFFBRAIN (FISHING A COIN FROM HIS POCKET)  

I have a gold coin, I'll give you that! 
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SMALLMIND (DOING THE SAME)  

And I have one. You can have it as well. 

WOODHEAD (DOING THE SAME)  

And so do I! 

GOODSENSE (TAKING THE COINS)

All right. You counted everyone that you could see. 

Very good. Let ME count you then! 

(HE GOES UP TO WOODHEAD, TAKES HIM BY THE SHOULDERS AND SHAKES 
HIM) There is one!

(HE DOES THE SAME TO KNOTBRIGHT)  
There's two!

(HE DOES IT TO SLOWTHOUGHT)  
There's three!

(HE DOES IT TO SMALLMIND)  
There's four! 

(TO PUFFBRAIN)  
There's five!

(TO LITTLEWIT)  
There's six! 

(TO HARDSKULL)
And lastly there's seven! Seven, you see. 

I've found your missing friend for you. I've broken the spell that made 

one invisible. Thank you for paying me so well! 

(HE EXITS LAUGHING)

WOODHEAD 

What a clever man! 



KNOTBRIGHT 

He broke the spell that made one of us invisible! 

HARDSKULL 

Thank Heavens our lost friend is found. He must have been 

sad to be all alone. 

LITTLEWIT 

So now we can set off for home! 

(THEY EXIT, LAUGHING HAPPILY) 

THE END 
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